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1 Introduction 

Access to information is critical for the smooth functioning of financial markets, as it 
enables creditors to evaluate risk and price financial products accordingly.  Access to credit 
information is provided by private credit bureaus (PCBs) and public credit registries (PCRs).  
These two institutions are at the core of a country’s credit reporting system.  Effective credit 
reporting systems reduce uncertainties to creditors, promoting access to finance to a broader 
range of borrowers and reducing the cost of finance as well.   
 
Effective credit reporting systems promote access to finance by helping creditors overcome 
a basic problem in credit markets – asymmetric information. Credit reporting systems 
improve the environment for lending through two main channels: assisting lenders in evaluating 
the risk of prospective borrowers (addressing adverse selection), and providing a strong incentive 
for borrowers to meet their obligations (addressing moral hazard).  When lenders face too much 
uncertainty they may raise interest rates to very high levels, and eventually may curtail credit 
entirely. Access to credit information allows lenders to screen potential borrowers more easily 
and monitor their performance more easily as well.  The reduced risks to lenders promote access 
to finance, especially to segments where information is harder and more costly to obtain.   
 
Credit reporting systems serve other crucial objectives as well, such as supporting banking 
supervision.  Private credit bureaus are best suited to provide the data required by lenders for credit 
risk analysis but many countries also develop public credit registries to assist with bank supervision. 
Data from these public credit registries has been shown to be useful in predicting bank portfolio 
performance.1

 

  Supervisors use these data both for following either the Standardized Approach, 
linking bank reserving policies to risk, or for implementing Basel II’s Internal Rating Based (IRB) 
Approach to provide a check on the banks’ internal ratings. 

There is substantial evidence that effective credit reporting systems promote financial 
development and expand access to finance.  As shown in Figures 1 and 2, in countries where 
credit reporting cover a high number of individuals and firms, the number of loans per 
population tends to be higher and the ratio of private credit to GDP tends to be higher as well.  
Effective credit reporting seems to be relatively more important at lower levels of financial 
development (Djankov, McLiesch and Shleifer (2007)).  Other empirical studies show that 
effective credit information systems promote banking competition, contribute to the growth of 
SMEs, and reduce default rates.2

 

  

 

 

                                                            
1   Powell, Mylenko, Miller, and Majnoni, Giovanni (2004).   
2    Beck, Demirguc-Kunt, and Maksimovic (2004), Martinez Peria (2010), Ayyagari, Thorsten, and Demirguc-Kunt 

(2007), Japelli, Tullio, and Pagano (2002).   
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Figure 1: Credit Information and Number 
of Loans per Adult 

    
Source: CGAP (2009) 

Figure 2: Credit Information and Private 
Credit to GDP 

Source: Djankov, McLiesh and Shleifer 
(2007) 

 

These results are critically important for MENA, which is a region where access to finance 
remains very restricted.  shown in Figure 3, several MENA countries have a high ratio of 
credit to GDP, but the  ratio of loans per population is disproportionately low, suggesting 
credit concentration and restricted access of individuals and small firms.3  Enterprise surveys 
conducted by the World Bank show that on average only 20 percent of small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) in MENA have a loan or a line of credit, a smaller share than those in all 
other regions (Figure 4).  These results are due at least in part to the deficiencies in the credit 
information systems in the MENA region – indeed, a recent survey shows that roughly 85 
percent of MENA banks identify weaknesses in credit information as an important or very 
important obstacle to SME lending (Figure 5).4

This paper assesses the status of credit reporting systems in MENA. It shows that, while the 
quality of credit reporting has improved in recent years, due largely to the introduction of new 
credit bureaus in some countries, much remains to be done, both in terms of design and 
coverage.  The paper examines the evolution of credit reporting systems in recent years and by 
comparison with other regions.  It examines a set of indices including but not limited to 
ownership, types of data providers, type of data collected, the existence of compulsory or 
arbitrary information sharing system, borrowers’ rights to access and challenge the data, 
sanctions and fees, and supervisory systems.  

    

 

                                                            
3 This exercise could not be conducted for all countries due to the lack of information on the number of loans. 
4 Results based on a joint survey of the Union of Arab banks and the World Bank.  See Rocha, Farazi, Khouri, and 
Pearce (2010).  
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 Figure 3 Credit/GDP and Number of Loans 
per adult 

FS, CGAP (2009) 

Figure 4 Share of enterprises with a Loan, by 
region 

 
 

Figure 5 Obstacles to Bank Lending to SMEs in MENA  
(Share of banks responding that specific obstacle is important or very important)  

 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 provides an overview of credit 
reporting systems worldwide that serves as a background and benchmark for the analysis 
of the situation in MENA.  Section 3 examines the status of credit reporting in MENA.  Section 
4 provides a brief review of credit risk management while Section 5 discusses the status of legal 
and regulatory frameworks.  Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main findings and identifies the 
roadmap for reforming credit information systems in the region.  
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2 An Overview of Credit Reporting Systems 

Public Credit Registries (PCRs), typically established and managed by central banks or 
financial supervisors are in operation in more than 90 countries, and remain an important 
component of credit reporting systems. Participation in PCRs is mandatory, but is usually 
driven by financial supervision objectives and therefore frequently limited to regulated 
institutions that have to comply with reporting requirements.  Some PCRs also seek to promote 
transparency and access to data for risk management and credit granting, but the supervision 
objective is usually the driving force for the creation and maintenance of a PCR. 
 
Private Credit Bureaus (PCBs) which serve banks and other financial intermediaries are 
the most prevalent and comprehensive sources of financial information.  PCBs have been 
established in more than 90 countries and their number is continuously growing (Figure 6).  
PCBs are generally owned by private international or local providers with a rare participation of 
public entities (e.g. UAE). PCBs usually collect both positive and negative information, and  
though banking data typically represents the largest portion of data assembled, other non- 
financial data providers (retailers, utilities, mobile telephones) are increasingly contributing data, 
as a result of the importance that this data holds to assess the risk of new applicants, and enlarge 
access to credit.+ 

Figure 6 

 
PCRs and PCBs are not substitutes, but play complementary roles in supporting the credit 
industry. Since both PCRs and PCB collect payment history data, sometimes are viewed as 
substitutes. However, research has shown that there are important differences between the two, 
and that PCRs can play an important complementary role to the one played by PCBs.5

                                                            
5 Barron and Staten (2003), Powell, Mylenko, Miller, and Majnoni (2004), and Miller (2008). 

  Table 1 
provides an overview of the characteristics and functions of the two types of registry. PCRs are 
administered by central banks or bank supervisors and basically collect information from 
supervised institutions. PCBs constantly seek to expand the scope of their information and thus 
develop a more complete picture of a borrower’s financial dealings.  Because participation in 
PCRs is mandatory, they can build a picture of the regulated financial system relatively quickly, and 
support the oversight functions of the regulators.  In contrast, PCBs tend to collect a greater volume of 
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information from all sectors, all loans, about all customers, summarize borrowers’ risk profile with more 
accuracy and detail. 

Table 1 : Main Characteristics of PCRs and PCBs 

  Ownership and Data PCRs PCBs 
1- Ownership Public- Central Bank Private sector- Providers, Fin.Entities 
2- Data Providers  Typically from regulated 

entities  
Regulated, non-regulated, commercial 

non-financial entities  
3-  Participation type  Mandatory Voluntary or mandatory 
4- Type of information Corporate, SMEs Consumer, microcredit, retail, SMEs, 
5- Main data objective Financial supervision Credit information 
6. Positive/negative data 

disseminated to lenders 
Usually both  (normally 

aggregated) 
Usually both (detailed by account) 

7- Historical data disseminated 
to lenders 

Generally 1year  
(2 years in some countries.) 

The last 3-5 years of full historical 
payment performance 

8- Minimum loan size 
(threshold) 

Yes - often No – all loans are included,                          
regardless of the amount 

9- Borrowers access to data Generally not  allowed Usually granted by law or self-regulation 
(Code of Conduct) 

10- Fees No - generally free Yes -  run on commercial basis  
11- Data accuracy Medium - controlled by bank 

supervisor 
High - Regulated by  

Code of Conduct 
12- End users Typically regulated entities  Open System 
13- Borrowers’ rights to 

challenge and correct data 
Rarely enforced Generally present 

 
PCRs can jump-start credit reporting in a country, but may also delay the entry of PCBs.  
PCRs can play an important role, especially in the early stages of financial development as 
shown below.  PCRs can also put competitive pressure on the industry which can be positive 
from a consumer perspective, but the provision of data free of charge to financial sector may also 
reduce the attractiveness of creating a private bureau.  In countries where the government 
decides to retain a PCR, ensuring fair competition should be a major objective of regulation.  

Less than 40 percent of countries reporting the status of credit information rely entirely on 
PCRs.  Almost half of the countries relying entirely on PCRs are low income countries in the 
African region, indicating that PCRs can trigger the development of credit reporting and play an 
important role in the early stages of financial development (Table 2). In contrast, less than 8 
percent of high income OECD countries rely entirely on PCRs. Most middle and high income 
countries rely on PCBs or a combination of PCBs and PCRs.   

Several low middle countries have been able to achieve much higher population coverage 
ratios through the introduction of PCBs.  Figure 7 illustrates further the role of PCRs and 
PCBs in different stages of development. Despite the relatively wide dispersion, it is clear that 
PCRs can ensure early gains in coverage in the early stages of financial and economic 
development. However, the driving motive for the introduction of PCRs is financial supervision, 
and the gains in coverage remain relatively limited over time. While several low middle income 
countries have retained their PCRs, the larger gains in coverage have been achieved through the 
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introduction of PCBs.  Likewise, several high income countries maintain PCRs, but the high 
coverage is usually achieved by PCBs. 

In addition to their contribution to coverage, PCBs can improve substantially the depth of 
credit information.  Most PCRs collect data from regulated institutions, but only a 
relatively small share collect data from other financial and non-financial institutions, 
including microfinance institutions (Figures 8 and 9). PCBs not only have made progress in 
collecting data from regulated institutions, but also are able to collect substantial information 
from other institutions, providing valuable data on potential borrowers. The gains in data 
collection from microfinance institutions are noteworthy – the increase in the share of PCBs 
collecting data from MFIs increased from 8 percent in 2005 to 58 percent in 2010.  It is also 
noteworthy that a smaller share of PCRs is collecting data from some institutions such as finance 
companies, possibly because this information is being collected by PCBs.  

 
Table 2 : Number of PCRs and PCBs, Totals and by Region, 2009 

  Both Private Credit 
Bureau Only 

Public Credit 
Registry Only 

Not available/ 
no coverage 

  Number % Number % Number % Number  
East Asia & Pacific 1 12.5 3 37.5 4 50.0 5 
Europe & Central Asia 7 33.3 7 33.3 7 33.3 2 
High income OECD 7 26.9 17 65.4 2 7.7   
Latin America & Caribbean 14 77.8 3 16.7 1 5.6 3 
Middle East & North Africa 3 11.8 3 23.5 11 64.7 1 
South Asia 1 20.0 3 60.0 1 20.0 2 
Sub-Saharan Africa  0.0 0.0 6 20.7 23 79.3 14 
Total 32 25.8 43 34.7 49 39.5 27 

Source: Doing Business Database 
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Figure 7 Coverage (%) of PCRs and PCBs and Per Capita Income 

Source: Doing Business database 
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Figure 9 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Private Credit Bureaus services are not limited to provide raw information under the form 
of credit reports. A gamut of Value Added Services (VAS) can be developed thanks to the 
wealth of information pooled in the database. These services (e.g. credit bureau scores) strongly 
enhance lenders capacity to take more reliable decisions concerning new credit applicants, and 
also expand the lenders’ domains where information can play a determinant role in decreasing 
the risk of existing customers (e.g. anti fraud system).  Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the current 
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status of VAS in the international credit reporting industry. Credit Bureau Score appears to be 
most prevalent and utilized ancillary service, and it is distributed by over 40% of PCBs. This is 
probably because bureau scores are not only one of the most effective and tested techniques to 
reliably predict credit risk, but they can be alternatively utilized in a vast array of situations:  

to take automated, non-subjective decisions;  

to grant instant credit; 

• to set individual interest rates (risk based);  
• to change credit limits based on risk quality (credit card authorizations, floor limits);  
• to apply different collections actions and strategies based on individual risk; 
• to detect attrition phenomena; 
• to determine risk / revenue opportunities  

 
The development of Value Added Services generally represents a more advanced phase in 
the activity of a PCB. The presence of sufficient historical data (e.g. for the development of 
scoring models) and an adequate evolution of the market (e.g. utilization of anti-fraud system for 
credit cards) are the preconditions for the development and utilization of these enhanced tools. 
PCBs in some developed markets, like in the US, may offer sometime marketing services as well 
(e.g. lists of potential applicants for pre-approved credit, customers profiling). Legislation in 
most countries however forbids this exploitation, limiting the “permissible purposes” to risk 
detection and credit granting.   

 
Lately, VAS have start to be adopted also by some advanced PCRs.  However, since the 
skills to develop such sophisticated systems are proprietary only to a fistful of PCB/providers 
worldwide, not to central Banks, it is the PCBs that develop for and provide VAS to PCRs as 
well.  As a matter of fact, the first credit bureau scoring models have been very recently 
introduced in MENA and start to be sold by PCBs in a few countries (Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and 
Bahrain). The only PCR utilizing bureau scores in MENA, and one of the rare cases worldwide, 
is the PCR of the Palestine Monetary Authority that has very recently launched the model in 
April 2010. 
 

3   The Status of Credit Reporting In MENA 

Though greatly improving in the last five years, the credit reporting industry in MENA remains 
still underdeveloped, mainly embodied by Public Credit Registries, and with many relevant areas 
for improvement. A range of difficulties are still preventing a faster development. These include 
i) a generally lax, non-specific, or absent legal framework; ii), the limited availability of positive 
credit data from non-regulated entities; iii) the lenders’ reluctance to share data as a result of the 
low awareness about information sharing benefits; iv) a technological divide between different 
lending sectors (e.g. banks and MFIs); vi) the limitations concerning data quality/quantity (e.g. 
thresholds) in many of the public credit registries operated for supervisory purposes; vii) the 
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limited availability of public data and National Identification Numbers and viii) the still scarce 
presence of Private Credit Bureaus. 

Two-thirds of MENA countries still entirely rely on PCRs.  As shown in Table 3, The 
establishment of  PCBs is quite a recent phenomenon in the region; indeed three out of these six 
countries have developed their PCBs only in the past three years (Morocco, Egypt, UAE) while 
the oldest one was set-up less than 10 years ago (Kuwait in 2002). Twelve MENA countries still 
rely entirely on PCRs, a higher percentage than those in all other regions, except for Sub-Saharan 
Africa. Three countries rely entirely on PCBs (Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Kuwait) while three 
countries maintain both PCB and PCR (Egypt, UAE, Morocco).  The Moroccan PCB, which 
started operations in November 2009, is actually an interesting hybrid model based on a 
contractual concession. The PCB is regulated by the central bank but owned and managed by a 
private firm selected through an open tender. The Moroccan PCR is now used by the Central 
Bank only for institutional purposes (e.g. supervision) and has been closed to lenders that still 
must compulsory provide data to the PCR, but inquire at the PCB. 

 

Table 3: Public Credit Registries and Private Credit Bureaus in MENA 
(Year when PCB started operating in parentheses) 

Both 
Private Credit  
Bureau Only 

Public Credit  
Registry Only 

Not Available/ 
Negligible 
Coverage 

Egypt (2008) Bahrain (2005) Algeria Iraq 
United Arab Emirates (2007) Kuwait (2002) Djibouti 

   Morocco (2009) Iran   

 
Saudi Arabia (2004) Jordan 

     Qatar   

  
Lebanon 

     Oman   

  
Syria 

     Tunisia   

  
West Bank and Gaza 

     Yemen   
 

Though no shared, regional credit reporting policies or industry standards have been 
officially set or agreed to date, some common trends are emerging in the region.  For 
instance, the ownership of PCBs is quite homogeneous (though palpably different from other 
developing regions). Typically, worldwide, the owners of PCBs are the leading international 
providers (e.g. Transunion, Experian, Dunn & Bradstreet, Equifax) or local providers, alone or in 
partnerships with financial institutions. In MENA, five PCBs out of six are fully or partially 
owned by the banking sector, generally with majority participation in the capital. Only in 
Morocco the international provider (Experian) owns the PCB majority and the banks a minority 
share. The only exception to the banks’ ownership, and a far more atypical, solution in credit 
reporting systems is represented by the U.A.E., where the government owns 100% of the credit 
bureau. In this case as well, regardless of its public ownership, the PCB has been attributed the 
conventionally accepted notion of “private” entity. Government ownership of PCBs is quite 
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uncommon and rare, only 1% of the PCBs, worldwide, are owned by governmental agencies 
(Figure 11).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A common and innovative aspect is the new and more comprehensive role that many 
Central Banks are taking upon themselves, by becoming the supervisor of both lenders and 
PCBs. With the only exception of U.A.E, where the PCB is regulated by the DFSA (Dubai 
Financial Services Authority), the other five existing MENA PCBs are regulated by the Central 
Bank or by the Banking Supervisor (Table 4). Nowadays, banking regulators increasingly entrust 
the PCBs with the task of providing data to lenders, while they undertake a new, pivotal 
responsibility of overseeing the whole credit system, including both financial institutions and 
information providers PCBs. In addition, as a result of the new role, they are recognized as the 
neutral, independent authority for protecting consumers against any abuse or misbehavior 
perpetrated by PCBs or lenders, in relation to the protection of individual privacy rights.  
 
 
In MENA, consumers’ access to own information is granted by all PCBs, excepting Kuwait 
(Table 4). However, this is often the result of a blend of best practice and PCBs’ responsible 
behavior rather than a clear legislative certainty. Consumers’ right to see, challenge the 
information contents and correct it if wrong, should be universally recognized, by both PCBs and 
PCRs. This is one crucial point that requires regulators’ consideration, and in need of reforms, 
particularly when the relationship between borrowers and the PCRs is considered. PCRs in 
MENA seem to grant consumers a substantially lower level of protection than PCBs. For 
example, in Libya consumers’ rights in the recently established PCR are not yet granted by law. 
However, the new pieces of legislation and the regulations approved, under discussion, or 
planned in many MENA countries (e.g. Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Morocco, UAE, Algeria, Tunisia, 
Oman, and Egypt) do consider ad-hoc provisions to protect consumers’ privacy. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 11 
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Table 4 

 
 
 
Another important indicator of regional standardization efforts is the mandatory nature of 
data sharing/inquiry to PCBs, and of course PCRs, that an increasing number of 
regulators/governments are imposing on lenders. MENA regulators as well (e.g. Kuwait, 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Egypt, U.A.E.), as it is customary in most other regions and 
countries (e.g. Russia, Ecuador, India, Kazakhstan, Bolivia, and Turkey), seem more and more 
inclined to consider private credit reporting as an essential block of a solid financial 
infrastructure, which enables them to better monitor systemic credit risk, and prevent financial 
crises, therefore mandating their utilization by lenders. 

The depth of credit information in the region seems to be improving. This is largely due to 
the introduction of new PCBs, but also to the upgrading of some PCRs.  The MENA region 
has experienced the highest growth of the credit information index, increasing from 1.8 in 2005 
to 3.2 in 2010 (Figure 12).  This increase is largely due to the introduction of new PCBs in this 
period – Bahrain, Egypt, UAE and Morocco. In addition, the improvement of the PCRs in 
Tunisia and UAE in 2009 has also contributed to the increase in the index.6

Some of the potential gains in data collection are still to be fully materialized.  The range of 
institutions effectively providing information to PCRs and PCBs has increased since 2005, but 
there is substantial scope for further improvement (Figures 13 and 14). The number of 
institutions providing information to PCBs is also increasing, especially finance corporations and 
credit card issuers, but the potential gains have not yet materialized as these systems are still very 
young. It is noteworthy that four PCRs now collect information from microfinance institutions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
6  The index includes the following components: collection of data on both firms and individuals, positive and negative data, retailers as well as 

utilities, more than two years of historical credit information, data on all loans below one percent of income per capita, legal guarantees that 
borrowers can inspect their data in the largest credit registry.   

Table 4 -Source Doing Business database 2010
PCB DB 2010 PCR Majority Legal PCB  Supervising

start-up rank exists shareholder framework authority

BAHRAIN 2005 4 no banks CoC Central Bank
EGYPT 2008 6 yes banks Central Bank Reg. Central Bank / MoC
KUWAIT 2002 4 no banks Central Bank Reg. Central Bank
MOROCCO 2009 5 yes provider Central Bank Reg. Central Bank
KSA 2004 6 no banks CoC Banking SPV ( SAMA)
U.A.E. 2007 5 yes govern. Data Privacy Law DIFCA (Privacy Comm.)
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Figure 12 Depth of Credit Information Index (0 – 6) 

 
 

 

Figure 13 
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Figure 14 

 
   Source: Doing Business database 
 
At the same time, the greater volume of data collected, especially by PCBs, suggests that 
depth of information is effectively improving. The recently established PCBs have been 
successful in gathering additional data and expanding the volume of relevant information 
available to lenders (Figure 15). These gains should deepen further as the young PCBs 
consolidate further their databases and expand their operations  The PCBs have also been able to 
gather more information on payment performance.  A higher share of PCRs provides information 
on bad checks, but a higher share of PCBs provides information on other payment events, 
especially on-time payments (Figure 16).   
 

Figure 15 Financial Information Collected from Firms by MENA PCRs and PCBs 

 
 Source: Doing Business Database 
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Figure 16 Information on Payments Performance Collected by MENA PCRs and PCBs 
(% of PCRs and PCBs collecting specific information) 

 

  Note: I=individuals, F=Firms 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While the depth of credit information is improving, the coverage of population in MENA 
remains weak.  The coverage ratio of PCRs increased from 2 to 5.5, but remains low, even by 
comparison with PCRs in other regions (which tend to have much lower coverage ratios than 
PCBs).  The new PCBs, however, are gradually broadening the coverage of the population 
owning a credit history, and the overall ratio has jumped from 1.7% in 2005 to 10.9% in 2010 
recording the better performance in all developing regions. As indicated by the Doing Business 
report 2010,  the six operational credit bureaus in MENA were pooling credit files on 11.9 
million of borrowers (Figure 17), most of whom (99.1%) belong to individual consumers, and 
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the remainders to business firms. Most of this data is still contributed by regulated financial 
entities, therefore these figures might increase geometrically in the next 5 years when mobile 
telephone companies, retailers, and MFIs will start participating in PCB schemes in a systematic 
manner. Removing all impediments to the establishment of PCBs would improve coverage. 
    
Information stored by PCRs is mainly collected to support prudential regulation, banking 
supervision, and portfolio risk management.  In a few countries central banks do supply PCRs 
information to PCBs, or support them in collecting information, mandating lenders to contribute 
data to PCBs. In these cases, the central bank either collects information from lenders, generally 
on a monthly basis, and then provides the full database to all licensed PCBs operating in the 
country (this is the case of Morocco)7

 

, or mandates lenders to report all the information 
considered relevant, both positive and negative directly to PCBs (e.g. Egypt, Kuwait).  

Some MENA countries have been rapidly filling the gaps with the rest of the world. MENA 
has evolved into one of most successful regional information sharing laboratories, with 
noteworthy projects finalized in many countries (e.g. Palestine and Oman as for PCRs, or Egypt, 
Saudi Arabia, Morocco for PCBs). The Moroccan PCB is a good practice example as it requires 
the compulsory participation of lenders by the Central Bank. This feature has neutralized one of 
the major barriers present in most PCB projects: the reluctance of financial institutions to share 
data, especially cross-sector. Numerous new credit reporting systems are either underway, 
planned, or under refurbishment including Algeria, Djibouti, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Yemen,.  
 
The benefits offered by a full-file, non-fragmented credit reporting system are supported 
by abundant empirical evidence8

As for PCRs, they are more likely to be present where private credit reporting systems are 
not yet established. Therefore it becomes customary for lenders to utilize them, not only as a 
result of enforced regulations, which mandate them to supply data and enquire the PCRs, but 
mainly because PCRs remain the only existing, available source of information in most markets. 
As a matter of fact, it is often the narrow coverage of credit markets by PCBs that has prompted 
regulators and policymakers to establish Public Credit Registries in MENA (e.g. Tunisia, 
Algeria, Jordan, Oman, Yemen, Palestine, Syria, etc.).  

 (mitigation of moral hazard and adverse selection, reduction 
in the number of non-performing loans, and, particularly, increased access to credit). By sharing 
both positive and negative data across different sectors, lenders can make better lending 
decisions, manage credit lines, collect debt more successfully, and reduce fraud. Borrowers with 
good credit histories can borrow with lower interest rates and will have access to more products. 
The results can be beneficial for credit markets, as well as for supervisory bodies.  

PCRs in MENA normally limit themselves to collecting information from their regulated 
entities and disseminate the data back to the lenders, typically in an aggregated format. A 
                                                            
7 This is a common scheme in Latin America, where regulators (e.g. in Ecuador, Bolivia, and Peru) share 

information directly with PCBs. 
8  See Jappelli, T. and M. Pagano, “Information Sharing in Credit Markets: International Evidence”, Inter-American 

Development Bank, Working Paper R-371”, June 1999.  Further statistical evidence for Brazil and Argentina has 
been found in Majnoni, G., M. Miller, N. Mylenko and A. Powell, “Improving Credit Information, Bank 
Regulation and Supervision: On the Role and Design of Public Credit Registries”, World Bank, June 2004. See 
also Barron J. and M. Staten, “The Value of Comprehensive Credit Reports: Lessons from the U.S. Experience”, 
Purdue and Georgetown Universities, 2003. 
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theoretical exception is Tunisia where the legislation allows the Central Bank to collect 
information from non-regulated commercial entities (commerçants). However, as of today the 
PCR cannot count on many data providers in this segment yet. Technical problems on the side of 
the merchants and of the Central Bank are an obstacle to the inclusion of non-regulated entities. 
Streamlining the provisions of data, adapting the systems, inquiring the PCR require 
considerable investments that retailers, especially of small, medium size, cannot generally afford. 
This despite the law clearly mandates data provision. 
 
The autopsy of the existing MENA PCRs shows an array of systems very different among 
them for functionality and technology. A few newly developed PCRs offer the same quality 
and service as best practice PCBs (e.g., Oman, or Palestine). Some PCRs are currently 
undergoing upgrade (e.g. Algeria, Lebanon, Tunisia,Yemen). Some are recently established 
(Libya) or aim at making the big jump to paperless online technology (e.g. Syria, Djibouti). 
Finally, some already have a state-of-the art technology but are aiming at improving and 
diversifying their services (e.g. the bounced check file integration in Morocco, or the credit 
bureau score in Palestine).  

However, not all the PCRs in MENA show the same level of sophistication.                          
Many PCRs are still operating with old technological infrastructure, offering conventional 
services, and need to be refurbished. In general, the most evident limitations shown by the oldest 
PCRs are:   
 

• Data collected is limited to regulated entities cutting off all other lenders 
• Data collected is often limited to large loans (amount  thresholds  often apply, vastly 

reducing the population present in the PCR) 
• Update frequency often excessive (60-90 days) making data obsolete for assessing risk 
• Data returned to lenders is generally lean and in an aggregated form (no arrears, no 

payment performance, no previous searches weaken risk assessment). 
• Historical information is often not shown in the report 
• On-line inquiry facility not always available  
• CD-Rom or paper inquiry still prevalent in many cases 
• Long turnaround to obtain a report on paper  (5 to 5 days waiting not infrequent) 
• Data is often manually treated triggering significant errors possibilities 
• No standards controls on quality/quantity of data provided are often available 
• No penalties for violation on quality/quantity of data supplied. 
• Consumers’ right not always enforced/respected 
• Hit-ratio  generally low (often around 50%) because of threshold 
• Typically, no VAS available  
• Credit reports fees charged in some cases despite PCR service is established by law. 

 
The Palestine Monetary Authority has established one of the most effective PCRs in the 
region. The Palestinian PCR was fully designed, developed and implemented internally. The 
PMA has pioneered credit reporting in the country and educated lenders on the necessity and 
importance of sharing credit data. All banks and major MFIs (8 out of 12 representing over 80% 
of the market) are currently part of the sharing scheme. MFIs are not regulated by the PMA 
therefore participate to the sharing scheme only on the basis of  i) a MOU signed with PMA; ii) 
the consumers’ consent. The PCR provides users with web-based online facility for inquiries and 
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data sharing. The credit report provided by the PMA PCR is quite complete, more like a PCB 
report, displaying a vast gamut of detailed information at account level (not aggregated), 
including historical data, arrears, account performance, and even a previous searches history. 
 
The future of PCRs in MENA seems now focused on refurbishing the old systems, and 
broadening the service range with a more sophisticated offer, sometimes even including  
Value Added Services. Though VAS implementation is generally a domain fully managed by 
PCBs, the Palestine Monetary Authority has implemented a bureau score model.  The fully 
automated score model will be available to both banks and MFIs. This is the first experiment of 
credit bureau score adopted by a PCR in MENA (and developed with orthodox statistical 
methodology, by an international PCB for the PMA). It is one of the rare PCR bureau scores 
cases worldwide. Palestine lenders’ underwriting processes will likely improve, with reduced 
overheads, introduction of automated decision making, higher fairness of credit decisions, less 
discrimination, and quicker turnaround. In Algeria the new PCR under development will have 
the full functionality of a PCB. In Oman the new PCR is now connected with the Royal Oman 
Police database (civil status) to cross-check on-line the demographic data and residential history 
of the applicants on whom inquiries are made and, . In Yemen the same connection will be 
established between the PCR and the Ministry of Interior. 

 

4 The Status of Risk Management In Mena 

Credit scoring is still undeveloped in most MENA markets. Less than half of the MENA banks 
have introduced some form of scoring model, and less than 30 percent of banks rely on scoring 
methods for automated decision.9

 

 Lenders take the lead in introducing this risk assessment 
methodology. Application scoring models are generally either internally built or generic, and rarely 
are they customized. 

Credit risk assessment, is generally marked by long centralized decisions through credit 
committees, which excessively rely on high collateral, conventional underwriting techniques, high 
operational costs, and limited credit information. Credit applications are often reviewed by and 
require the approval of several different departments/officers, inside the banks. Regardless of the 
loan amount, approval/rejection decisions are made by a credit committee with several 
managers/staffs. Some lenders have recently implemented decision matrixes, allowing the branches 
to make internal decisions for smaller loans.  

In many MENA countries, credit applicants must satisfy a long list of requirements and 
comply with numerous credit policies to be considered eligible for credit. In fact, a potential 
borrower, who usually must be an already existing customer of the bank, must fulfill a 
demanding list of requirements (Table 6). 
 

 

 

                                                            
9  Results of a Union of Arab Banks and the World Bank recent survey, discussed in Rocha, Farazi, Khouri, Pearce, 

Rocha (2010).  
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Table 5- MUST LIST for individual credit applicants in MENA 

1.   MUST be already a customer of the bank; 

2.   MUST have an active checking account with the bank; 

3.   MUST show proof of a steady, continuous and verifiable source of income (generally a salary from 

the government, or public company); 

4.   MUST typically channel the monthly salary to his/her checking account with that

5.   MUST provide an employer’s letter stating that the salary will be credited to the bank’s account; 

 bank 

(“domiciliation");  

6.   MUST not redirect salary to another account/bank throughout the loan-life;  

7.   MUST sign a-priori an agreement for the deduction of the monthly installment from the salary; 

8.   MUST have no negative records in the PCR; 

9.   MUST have no negative records in the Unpaid Checks file; 

10. MUST, if requested by the bank, provide additional guarantees along with salary                                  

(e.g. cash collateral, life insurance, co-guarantor, gold, etc.).  

Even in the case of the leading banks, credit underwriting is generally a long process that can 
take anything between 2 to 30 days depending on the products, markets, and lenders. For 
instance, in Yemen lenders may take between 1 to 180 days to approve /reject a loan, in Lebanon 1 
to 45, in Djibouti 3 to10, and in Syria 2 to 15 days. However this is only after the applicant has 
provided full and adequate documentation, often very thick.   
 
Fully Automated Application Processing Systems (AAPS) operating automated scorecards 
and with on-line real-time inquiry to PCBs or PCRs, are generally not present or not fully 
implemented yet, even by major banks in MENA. This situation, coupled with the sporadic 
presence of credit scoring models, heavily limits the possibility to grant instant credit (e.g. at P.O.S), 
multiply the load of manual work, as well as the cost of credit transactions, the turnaround time. 
Decision process is generally long, manual, subjective, requiring excessive participation of human 
staff, officers, and credit committees.   

 

5 The Legal Framework for Credit Reporting in MENA 

The legal framework plays a critical role in the development of credit reporting.                         
If lenders or investors are concerned with their legal liability in sharing information then this can 
slow or even stop development of credit bureaus. In countries with strict bank secrecy laws, where 
lenders face criminal charges for breaching customer privacy, resistance to credit reporting often 
involves questions related to its legality. A friendly and equitable legal framework can boost lenders 
and consumers’ confidence about data privacy, data processing, risk assessment, decision making, 
data utilization, and credit granting. Typical issues that should be covered include:                                   
i) licensing criteria for investors and operators; ii) limits on data duration; iii) limits on data access; 
iv) consumers’ rights to be informed, access data, and correct or delete when applicable and 
procedures to enforce them; v) responsibilities of various stakeholders/participants in the system; vi) 
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provision to ensure highest security and integrity of data vii) violations and penalties in case of non- 
compliance. The CRS oversight function should be part of the legal framework ensuring smooth 
and efficient functioning of the systems 
 
In some MENA countries the regulatory framework on information sharing system remains 
quite fragile, old, and generally not fully tailored to the needs of a modern credit reporting 
industry, and with the advances of technology. No regional standards have yet been set, and each 
country approaches credit reporting regulation and legislation, differently, and independently from 
the neighboring markets. Thus, information sharing legal framework still requires harmonization. 
Many MENA countries are facing challenges such as information privacy, data security, data off-
shoring, technology threats, mobility between countries, and cross-border lending, which could be 
better resolved with coordinated and shared solutions. 
 
Bank secrecy has been frequently cited by MENA lenders and regulators (Lebanon, 
Tunisia, Syria, Jordan) as one of the major constraints in the establishment of credit 
information sharing. As an example, this is still a major issue preventing the rise of first Credit 
Bureau in Oman (NBCI); where the consent requested by the banks and signed by potential 
borrowers, is not considered adequate by banking regulators, making the banks’ data unavailable 
for NBCI’s database. In some MENA countries, credit reporting falls under the larger sphere of 
Data Protection Laws (e.g. in Tunisia, U.A.E) which regulate all information flows.  
 
However, recent experiences have showed that reaching a fair balance between bank 
secrecy and information sharing is possible. There is a variety of legal approaches that 
regulators and policy makers can adopt to comply with bank secrecy provisions, while fostering 
a functional credit reporting industry.  During the past few years, some countries have embarked 
on a judicial revision of the existing legal framework, and have introduced specific Credit 
Reporting Laws, or Central Bank Regulations, or still Codes of Conduct, based on international 
best practices. Major results have been achieved for instance in Morocco, Egypt, UAE, Saudi 
Arabia, where the legal environment for sharing personal credit information has been enhanced 
and opened while safeguarding the rights of consumers. The following sections provide more 
information on some of the alternative approaches adopted. 

5.1 Credit Bureau Law  

The introduction of specific and tailored legislation on PCBs still represents the most 
appropriate approach to establish a solid information sharing system. A customized law 
represents the best foundation for information sharing, which enhances consumers’ rights, and 
develops credit reporting system.  In MENA, this has been the avenue chosen by Jordan that 
started to reform the credit reporting system in 2008 aiming at setting-up its first Private Credit 
Bureau. Finally in May 2010 the new Credit Information Bureau law has been approved by the 
government. Another noteworthy example is Saudi Arabia that after many years of credit 
reporting operations based on a simple consent model has enforced a brand new credit reporting 
law based on best practice. Finally, in the U.A.E., a prototype of Credit Reporting Federal Law is 
considered the government. The draft was prepared in 2007 with the objective of  (i) building a 
cross-border credit information legal infrastructure, (ii) ensuring privacy protection, (iii) 
facilitating a free and secure data flow, (iv) creating a supervisory body at the national level, and 
finally (v) defining duties and responsibilities for all concerned parties (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.2 Banking Supervisory Regulations 

In some countries a very solid credit reporting system has been introduced by Central 
Bank regulation.  Basically this approach consists of regulations, not a law, approved by the 
Banking Supervisor aiming at regulating information sharing, clarifying consumers’ rights, as 
well as lenders’ and PCBs’ responsibilities. Noteworthy examples are the recent regulations 
passed by the central bank of Morocco and Egypt, enabling effective private credit reporting, 
through different information sharing schemes (mandatory and voluntary, respectively). The 
same could be done in Algeria, Jordan, Lebanon. 
 

5.2.1  The Case of Morocco  

Regulations (2/G, 27/G, and 28/G) issued by the Central Bank of Morocco (BAM) in 2007 
have definitely enhanced  the regional panorama, pioneering an effective information 
sharing model unheard of in MENA before. Basically, in line with the discretionary powers 
given to BAM by the revised Banking Law ( art 120 2007), BAM has “delegated” to the private 
sector (PCB) all credit information services that generally are performed by the PCR, and has 
closed the PCR to further inquiries from the lenders. In the Moroccan approach, the Central 
Bank plays a key role, not limiting itself to licensing and supervising PCBs, but taking a pro-
active and intermediary function between the PCBs and the lending industry users-data providers 
(Figure 19). The regulation mandates lenders (MFIs, Banks, and NBFIs) to periodically provide 
BAM with all credit information, which is then transmitted, by BAM to all PCBs operating in the 
market (Mandatory Sharing Model).  
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The Benefits of the Moroccan Model 

The innovative model of “delegation” introduced by BAM’s offers significant advantages for the 
establishment of a complete national credit reporting system. This is particularly recommendable 
for countries where, understanding and awareness about information sharing benefits are still to 
be acquired, as it facilitates the roll-out of effective credit reporting. Among the benefits of the 
model are: 
 
• Establishes full-file, positive credit reporting available to every lender in the country 
• Prevents market fragmentation / vertical informational silos (separate/partial PCBs) 
• Prevents lenders’ reluctance to share data (generally a major issue) 
• Establishes cross-sector sharing (regulated with non-regulated) 
• Allows non-regulated lenders to be part of the system (with consumers’ consent)  
• Can prevent creation of information sharing monopoly  
• Establishes the ground for a competitive, dynamic information sharing market  
• Gives the central banks (CB) a key role (supervising and licensing authority)  
• Puts the burden on private investors not on the CB ultimately the taxpayers 
• Allows borrowers to build/carry on their credit history across different sectors 
• Allows good providers to operate, as long as they fulfill the CB’s requirements 
• Supplies the CB with a wealth of information for credit supervision 
• Provides the CB with information also on non-regulated entities  
• Frees the CB of costs/responsibilities about investment, internal capacity building,  
• Allows lenders to own shares but avoids any potential conflict of interest (minority 

shareholding) 
• Permits to tailor ad-hoc services, and define ad-hoc prices and conditions for Microfinance 

institutions, mitigating the disparity existing with other lending sectors, and strengthening 
the MFIs important social role.  
 

Figure 19 
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The Limits of the Moroccan Model 
 
The many pros of the Moroccan credit reporting model can be offset if monopoly situations, 
even temporary, are created. Empirical evidence so far shows that this model, quite successful in 
Latin America, becomes fully viable and efficient when more PCBs are licensed by the 
Supervisor and become operational in the market. In fact, the information that freely flows to the 
PCB from the Central Bank represents an enormous competitive advantage if only one PCB is 
licensed and operating in a situation of actual monopoly. Obviously a situation of market 
competition, with a second licensed PCB, would represent a stronger stimulus, for the existing 
PCB, to pursue the evolution of the system, implement VAS, and develop tailored services for 
special lenders (e.g. MFIs). Prices would be lower, dictated by market forces and would not need 
to be imposed. So far, in Morocco, only one PCB has been licensed, though very recently 
(December 2009).  Undoubtedly, a second license, would benefit the market, and render it more, 
open, free, competitive, client and borrowers oriented. Regulators adopting the Morocco model 
should be vigilant on this issue. 
 

5.2.2 The Case of Egypt    

In 2006, the Central Bank of Egypt enforced a regulation (“The Setup and Operations of Credit 
Reporting, Scoring, Licensing, and Supervision by the Central Bank”), paving the way for the 
establishment of the first Private Credit Bureau (I-Score, formerly Estealam). The norms 
contained in the regulation are comprehensive and consider all aspects of private credit reporting 
such as set-up, licensing, operations, data security, consumers’ rights, supervision, violations and 
sanctions (Figure 20). The main difference with the Morocco’s model is that the information 
sharing scheme does not require the involvement of the Central Bank, since information is 
deliberately and directly exchanged between lenders/users/data providers and the PCB 
(Voluntary Sharing Model). 
 

5.3 Consumers Consent Plus Code Of Conduct 

A Code of Conduct has been adopted in countries where neither the banking authorities 
were empowered to enact a specific credit reporting regulation, nor a specific law was 
present. The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA) encouraged the banks to establish a 
PCB (SIMAH) simply on the basis of consumers’ consent and a Code of Conduct. SIMAH has 
been operating for years without any bespoke legislation or regulation. Only recently have the 
KSA authorities considered a credit information law. It is worth to note the critical role played 
by SAMA in fostering private credit reporting. SAMA put its full moral suasion over the lenders; 
encouraging the banks to start a PCB, even without ad-hoc legal framework. Other countries, 
e.g., Bahrain have also adopted a Code of Conduct model accompanied by consumers’ consent. 
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5.4 Data Privacy Law 

A different regulatory approach, the Data Privacy Law, is found in many developed and more 
and more developing countries. Normally, this legislation enforces confidentiality provisions on 
all personal data flows and, by default, regulates PCBs activities. Data Privacy Laws are more 
frequent in countries where a solid experience of information sharing exists, and consumers’ rights 
are stronger. Some countries in MENA have adopted this legislation. Tunisia is among those 
countries where the Public Credit Registry operations are regulated by a Data Privacy law. Private 
Credit Reporting in the U.A.E is also currently based on Data Protection Law, which contains the 
following basic provisions: 
 
• fair  processing of personal data  
• notification regime 
• security measures to be applied by Data Controllers  
• consumer protection (for example, rights of owners of information versus PCBs) 
• sanctions for violation the Data Protection Law. 
 
Legislators and regulators in MENA have effectively adopted the most convenient legal 
instruments enabling the establishment and functioning of PCBs. Five out of the six countries 
with operating PCB have adopted either a Central Bank regulation (Egypt, Morocco, Kuwait) or a 
Code of Conduct model coupled with consumer’s consent (Bahrain, KSA).  As mentioned, only the 
U.A.E. regulates PCBs through the Data Protection Law.  The U.A.E is drafting a first example of 
Credit Reporting Federal Law, which will allow cross-border information sharing, and will be the 
prototype for future similar legislation. As for PCRs the Banking Law generally establishes the duty 
for the Central Bank to provide the lending system with such service, and the obligation for lenders 
to provide data.  

Figure 20 
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Obviously, institutional reforms for enhancing effective credit reporting system must be 
part of regulatory framework. However, institutional framework has not accompanied 
sufficiently the establishment of legal and regulatory frameworks in MENA. Most of the legal 
frameworks adopted are focused on the enabling of credit information sharing by PCBs 
disregarding the need to establish adequate enforcement and oversight mechanisms through the 
creation of dedicated units or ad-hoc institutions with sufficient capacity and comprehensive 
CRS vision. 
 
The capacity to request information, perform audits, require periodical reports, levy sanctions, apply 
penalties, and close operations or revoke licenses under the most extreme circumstances must be 
included.  In order to enhance the MENA legal environment, the combined efforts of a MENA 
Regional Credit Reporting Working Group (MRCRWG), with participation by all central banks, 
international organizations and experts would enable to standardize regulatory frameworks more 
effectively and in a faster manner. 
 
6  Conclusions and Policy Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

The development of modern credit reporting systems can support financial development in 
MENA. Credit reporting systems are essential to facilitate financial intermediation and widen the 
scope of financial services.  In particular, effective credit reporting can help by: 
• Increasing the availability of financial services and expanding access to credit 
• Supporting the growth of micro-small-medium enterprises (MSMEs) 
• Mitigating risks of reckless lending practices and decreasing NPLs  
• Improving borrower’s repayment behavior and deducing over-indebtedness 
• Replacing collateral needs with “reputational collateral” in small ticket lending 
• Decreasing the overall cost of credit 
• Tailoring interest rates according to different individual risk profiles 
 
Regulators should not underestimate the scope and difficulty of developing and carrying out a 
successful strategy for credit reporting systems innovation. Credit Reporting System 
establishment implies the consensus and participation of a broad spectrum of public and private 
players, especially when non-supervised lenders are also present in addition to banks and regulated 
institutions. It must also be considered that other lending sectors, today not yet sufficiently 
developed in MENA, will also play an increasingly relevant role in the future credit systems. 
Retailers, supermarkets, furniture and appliances merchants, mobile telephone companies, and other 
similar credit grantors are likely to progressively enter the credit market, directly, acquiring a not 
insignificant share of consumer credit, and avoiding banking intermediation. This data, (millions of 
records) will not be part of PCR databases. 
 
Credit reporting cannot be successfully established unless sufficient awareness is present 
inside financial institutions. In MENA, there is still a low level of appreciation in the banking and 
non-banking financial community of the concept and the power of positive information sharing, as 
well as of its positive impact on the credit environment. Decision makers should be aware of the 
necessity and the advantages generated by information sharing, while the operational management 
(credit, risk, commercial) should undergo a thorough training program to help them growing a 
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modern risk management culture.  

Commonly agreed strategies, shared by the public and private credit reporting sector, by 
regulated and non-regulated entities, must be defined. International experience has proven that 
the lack of a strategic approach to solve financial infrastructure issues also affects the country’s 
overall financial infrastructure. Separate efforts, lacking the indispensable accord to achieve an 
overall national objective, and lack of the regulators’ full support and commitment to eradicate 
obstacles (legal, cultural, technological) may produce mediocre and counterproductive results.   

6.2 Policy Recommendations   

An advanced credit reporting strategy should at least consider the following: 
 

i. Steps to design a PCB based on best practice 
 

• Data contribution should be mandatory and comprise all loans, on all customers. 
• All available data (positive and negative) should be part of the initial database.  
• Regulated and non-regulated entities should be allowed to participate. 
• Public data, and well as utilities and telecommunication providers payment history data, 

should be included. 
• No amount threshold for contributed loans should be established.  
• Data distributed back to lenders should be under the form of full credit reports. 
• Data distributed should be detailed at account level not at aggregated level. 
• Historical data (3-5 previous years) should be provided to the initial database by all 

lenders, if data of reliable quality is available. 
• Inquiries to the PCR or PCB should be mandatory, before granting credit, for all loans.  
• Borrowers consent (open, informed, affirmative, written) should always be present. 
• Borrowers’ right to access and challenge own information should be established.  
• A new structure capable to respond to borrowers’ requests and able to deal with 

borrowers’ complaints should be created inside lending entities and the SPV. 
• A proper Code of Conduct should be drafted to regulate the sharing of information among 

users. 
• Violations should be clear and penalties always applied, in case of lenders’ or PCBs 

misconduct or non-compliance. 
• Random on-site supervision missions should be methodically organized by the Banking 

Supervisor to crosscheck compliance of lenders with sharing regulation. 
 

ii. Legal framework 
 

Supervisors should eradicate all legal constraints to credit information sharing. Libel and similar 
laws avoided, since they have the potential of reducing good faith reporting by credit 
information systems. While the accuracy of information reported is an important value, credit 
information systems should be afforded legal protection sufficient to encourage their activities 
without eliminating incentives to maintain high levels of accuracy.   
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iii. Involve the lending community 
 

While the need for better information is evident to the lenders, the new concepts, processes, 
procedures, and particularly the benefits  that credit reporting will introduce may not be as 
familiar to the financial institutions. Lenders should be officially and directly engaged since the 
project outset. This will give the possibility to acquire a suitable and sound picture of the 
implications, duties, responsibilities and level of involvement required from each financial 
entity, as well as allow showing the full endorsement to the project.  

 
iv. Enforce clear and unmistakable consumers’ right on privacy of information 

  
Databases containing information relevant for credit decisions represent an immense 
concentration of power. A culture of transparency and consumers protection should be fostered 
and the right balance between broader access to credit and privacy occur. Subjects of 
information should be made aware of the existence of such systems and should be informed 
about which information is being collected on them, for which purposes, and by whom it is 
being used. In particular, they should be notified when information is used to made adverse 
decisions about them. Consumers should also feel confident that information contained in a 
credit information system is accurate, complete up-to-date and kept only for the necessary time 
according to the purposes of the collection. They should also be able to dispute inaccurate or 
incomplete information. Borrowers’/consumers’ rights should be well promoted, known and 
acknowledged, and procedures to protect rights easily enforceable.  
 
Clear and public mechanisms should exist to have such disputes investigated and have errors 
corrected10

 

. Terms, conditions, and deadlines should be systematically applied and respected by 
both PCBs and PCRs, as well as by the lenders. Mistakes, misuse, and mishandling of 
information can be extremely harmful to individuals and should be carefully monitored, and 
sanctioned, with extra care given to the collection and dissemination of sensitive data (i.e. 
medical, race, religious belief political affiliation, etc.) as well as data concerning deposits, 
savings and other similar financial instruments. Supervisors should establish adequate 
procedures and policies to ensure compliance while effectively imposing proportional sanctions.  

v. Support the creation of National Identification Number 
 

It is of key importance, for the many countries still not using a National ID system, to start 
discussions concerning the introduction of a National Identification Number that must be 
unique, definitive, electronic, and secure. This will strongly benefit the implementation of an 
information sharing system. Regulators should sponsor debates and legislative proposals on this 
topic which is paramount for a country’s social and financial system, and not only for credit 
reporting. The use of this information (NID), as well the utilization of all available public data 
(like civil status, electoral roll and similar data) for credit reporting purposes should always be 
encouraged. Agreements between the national ID issuer and the PCBs or PCRs should be 
pursued and facilitated by the authorities. 

 
 
 

                                                            
10 World Bank  -  “Principle for Information Sharing”   
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vi. Allow utilization of “non-traditional data” by PCB 
 

A huge, critical mass of very powerful and predictive information on utilities and other 
similar data (e.g. mobile telephone data) normally rests unused, in most countries, because of 
lack of regulations or because of excessive regulation restrictions.  
This data is crucial to start building credit histories for those potential borrowers who do not 
have one (“No-file” or ‘Thin-file” borrowers). Empirical evidence shows that “alternative 
data, if widely incorporated into credit reporting can bridge the information gap on financial 
risk for millions of people. More concretely, considering that many of these millions outside 
the credit mainstream are poor and less advantaged, this information can direct markets 
toward a faster alleviation of poverty” 11

 

.  The power of “alternative data” proves paramount 
to formalize informal economy. Supervisor should remove all existing stumbling blocks and 
allow its full utilization. The quality of this data must of course be checked thoroughly before 
its utilization, and its usefulness confirmed according to some fundamental variables like   
coverage the larger the base the better its and the concentration/availability (resources needed 
to reach data provider). 

vii. Build financial literacy among consumers 
 

Financial literacy has the potential to improve the life of millions of existing and future 
borrowers.  It can help people to maintain a good payment behavior, bring out the best from 
their credit history, avoid over-indebtedness, teach how to manage a family budget, encourage a 
decent retirement and, ultimately, own a home.  In MENA, financial literacy, awareness of 
credit information sharing, as well as knowledge of electronic payments systems is, still 
inadequate among mainstream consumers. The absence of consumers’ appreciation about role 
and benefits of a credit history for good payers, but also about the consequences implied with a 
bad historical payment record, may hamper the evolution of a shared social responsibility, as 
well as delay the establishment of an effective credit reporting industry.  Therefore, the lending 
industry in cooperation with the regulators should consider improving the knowledge of 
consumers about credit products, as well as introducing the basic concepts of credit reporting.  
The various activities that can be gradually undertaken to raise the education and the awareness 
of consumers about information sharing, repayment behavior, reputational collateral and credit 
schemes include: 

 
• One section of the regulators and the lenders’ Internet site shall be dedicated to credit 

information sharing.  
• Dedicated Internet sites should be created by PCBs, and accessible to borrowers for 

requesting their report/information and addressing their questions and observations.   
• Toll-free telephone numbers and special Consumers Relations Units should be presents 

and operational inside PCRs, PCBs, lenders. 
• PCRS and PCBs should develop policies and procedures for handling consumers’ rights. 
• Local educational programs run with universities, corporate, schools, government. 
• Media campaigns (radio, TV, newspapers, interviews) illustrating the benefits for 

consumers from information sharing should be undertaken. 

                                                            
11  PERC / Infopolicy   -“ Give credit where credit is due” – 2006  -  http://perc.net/content/give-credit-where-credit-due-increasing-access-

affordable-mainstream-credit-using-alternativ 
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• Participation of Central Banks and lenders’ staff to credit reporting workshops, 
conferences should be considered.  

• Mailers with pamphlets and brochures explaining credit products like credit and debit 
cards, interest rates, family budget management, as well as consumers’ rights and the 
importance of building a good credit history should be periodically sent out.  

• A “Micro & Small Business Entrepreneurs’ Guide” to managing company’s budget, 
credit, and credit history should be developed and distributed by banks and MFIs. 

• “Train the trainers” programs should be started (e.g. with banks’ employees, and high 
school teachers).  
 

viii. Encourage the introduction of advanced credit risk management tools and skills 
 
In the future, large volumes of small ticket loans will have to be processed by the banks. 
Operational costs will have to be reduced as much as possible for banks to be competitive and 
for certain loan types decision-making must be automated, immediate, non-subjective. Raw 
information alone will not be sufficient to reach these goals, unless backed-up by other modular 
strategies and new tools, like the introduction of statistical models for consumer credit 
underwriting purposes, advanced techniques of portfolio monitoring and collection strategies, in 
a fully automated environment. This is not the reality of today’s lending industry in MENA.  As 
a consequence lenders, especially banks, will have to go undergo a radical revision of strategies, 
procedures, and credit /commercial policies.  Lenders will be required to enhance their staff’s 
skills, to launch new products, to face competition, to decrease credit cost, to progressively 
forgo guarantees, to switch from secured to unsecured lending, to review their underwriting 
procedures, strategies, systems, and risk management techniques, in all the phases of credit 
cycle, from pre-acquisition to collection. Regulators should strongly encourage these significant 
steps towards the modernization of the credit industry in MENA, while the lending industry 
should strongly invest in internal training programs. The solution of the above issues can be 
enormously facilitated by a combined effort of the Central Banks, the lenders’ associations 
(Banking Associations, MFIs Associations) and multilateral agencies. 
 

ix. Reinforce supervision  
 

Data used by regulators for oversight purposes should be first class and grant an effective and 
rigorous monitoring of the systemic credit risk. The establishment of controlled flows of 
information and of an effective credit reporting system can support the regulators effort. For this 
reason supervision audits, especially on-site, should be extended to the quality and quantity of 
information that lenders/users provide to the credit reporting system (be it public or private), as 
well as to the compliance of the lenders with consumers’ rights on privacy of information, and 
the Code of Conduct. 

 
x. Support the establishment of  collateral registry and licensed real estate appraisers 

 
While the Credit Registry will ignite new and more reliable underwriting procedures, gradually 
diminishing need collateral for certain types of lending (e.g. consumer credit), guarantees will 
continue to remain an important feature for other typologies of credit. Thus it would be 
important, in parallel, to establish a collateral registry for movable properties in those MENA 
countries where it is missing. It is also important to create an association of licensed real estate 
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appraisers which, responding to requirements specified by the banks and the regulators, could 
produce reliable estimates of real estate properties and land, setting responsible evaluation 
standards for the industry. These reforms would benefit the credit industry as well as the 
borrowers, since banks would be more confident about their lending policies. 
  

xi. Encourage neutral, independent ownership of PCBs 
 

The participation of lenders, particularly banks, to the capital of PCBs is a significant 
strategic issue because of the positive impact but also for the potential conflict of interest that 
may arise when shareholders and users/data providers belong to the same entity.  
Governance becomes the crucial issue when dealing in a sector (information sharing) based 
on trust. 
 
Though MENA could represent an exception, interest/close user groups might typically 
influence the creation of a robust and competitive information sharing industry. Vertical 
integration may discourage non-banking lenders from exchanging data with the PCB and, 
likewise, may prevent banks from accessing valuable credit information on borrowers. 
Lenders/owners may also abstain from using another independent bureau, thus increasing 
barriers to entry. Existing members may be reluctant to allow new lenders to participate. If 
only a few banks are shareholders while other banks are simply users, the former may 
influence the pricing policy and penalize the latter, or other less protected sectors (e.g. MFIs). 
Theoretically, this virtual “monopoly”, may inhibit or delay the growth of a healthy 
information sharing industry. Therefore, regulators should not underestimate the potential 
issue, in their endeavor to establish a competitive and dependable business environment.   
 
On the other hand, completely excluding lenders from the ownership of the PCBs may not be 
the perfect solution, as actually owning shares motivates lenders to more proactively 
participate to sharing and inquiring. One way to mitigate such problems is by limiting 
lender’s individual ownership in a PCB to minority.  A typical example is Morocco, where 
legislation limits to 5% the individual share of lenders in a PCB, and to 30% as a pool. In 
Morocco banks have taken a minority share and all lenders are contributing data. Finally, it is 
also possible that as lenders gain trust in the operations of the bureau they may divest their 
ownership shares as was the case in Brazil12

 
 

xii. Develop synergies between electronic payment systems and credit reporting 
There is a correlation between advanced payment systems and credit reporting; both are 
reciprocally instrumental to enhance the reliability of payment systems and to improve the 
quantity and quality of PCB data. The use of electronic payment instruments, which can track 
relevant information on financial payment performance, can further support credit reporting 
to differentiate good and bad repayment behavior, since this data is very relevant to assess 
clients’ risk profiles.  In MENA the symbiosis between credit reporting and payment systems 
is not effective yet as a result of some cultural, technical, and logistical challenges. Among 
these:  
• still limited acceptance of  a “borrowing  culture” among average consumers;  
• the scarce penetration of advanced payment systems (not only the advanced 

                                                            
12  Serasa, the leading private credit bureau of Brasil, fully participated by the major banks was sold to Experian in 

2008. 
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electronic/plastic money instrument, like credit cards and  debit cards, but often also the 
less sophisticated checks); 

• the absence of projects aiming to massively introduce electronic payments systems 
replacing cash, and also facilitating comprehension of new financial instruments; 

• the still inadequate ATM network and  negligible P.O.S. system coverage in many 
countries, not yet sufficient to support a massive diffusion of electronic payments; 

• the still existing merchants’ reluctance to accept plastic money  
• The low utilization/availability of on-line banking and the scarce Internet utilization 

(28.8%) in MENA13

                                                            
13   http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats5.htm 
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Table 6  Comparison of Credit Bureau Ownership Structures 

 Commercial, with lenders’ 
ownership  

Commercial, no lenders’ 
ownership  

Non-commercial, 
(lenders’ association) 

Pros  Often the only viable 
solution to establish  a credit 
bureau and ensure lenders 
buy-in   

 Lender ownership  implies 
stronger commitment and 
ensures bureau support and 
sustainability 

 Technical partners enhance 
the credit bureau’s 
creditworthiness  and 
increase branding 

 Fair degree  of innovation  

 No conflicts of interest 
in management 

 Commercial outlook 
ensures the highest level 
of innovation  

 Highest quality of 
service  

 Open for broad market 
coverage 

 Broader range of VAS 
 Economies of scale at 

international level  allow 
better quality  and 
security 

 Larger investment in 
evolution  

 

 Cost-support through 
the association 

 Slow degree of 
innovation 

 Incubator for  future 
profit venture 

Cons  Conflicts of interest are 
possible, where existing 
shareholders resist the entry 
of new lenders 

 Introduction of new services 
may be slower 

 Slow decision process 
(diverging views of large 
numbers of shareholders 
need to be accommodated )  

 Barriers to entry for new 
providers  

 Barriers to entry for new 
members  

 Government as shareholder 
creates conflict of interest 
between supervisory and 
shareholder functions  

 No economies of scale 

 Collecting data from 
lenders (voluntary 
sharing)  may  be slower 

 Banks less pro-active 
and less willing to share 
data without taking 
ownership in a bureau 

 Development time may 
take longer since pro-
active support from 
lenders 

 Regulators less inclined 
to support 

 

 Limited incentives to 
innovate  

 Usually lower 
quality of service 
than in a for-profit 
bureau 

 Slow decision 
process 

 Lower data quality 
 Lower data quantity 
 Limited services 

Examples  MOROCCO (Experian) 
 SAUDI ARABIA (Simah) 
 OMAN ( Nbci) 
 KUWAIT ( Ci-net) 
 BAHRAIN (Benefit) 
 ITALY (Crif) 
 GERMANY  (Schufa)  

 Datacheck (Pakistan) 
 Equifax (US) 
 Experian (US) 
 TransUnion (US) 
 Compuscan (S. Africa) 
 CreditInfo (Iceland) 
 Datacredito ( Ecuador) 

 Common in Latin 
America, where 
Chambers of 
Commerce operate 
lists of bad debtors ( 
e.g. Chile) 

 
 
In conclusion,  in spite of the undeniable upgrade to the credit reporting systems in MENA in 
recent years, and of the commendable efforts of many regulators, the region is not yet fully 
exploiting all the advantages that  a modern and advanced information sharing industry may 
bring.  Many economies are still marked by weak and ineffective information flows, as well as by 
inadequate or obsolete legislation, insufficient to foster modern information sharing and to solidly 
protect consumers’ privacy. Though Public Credit Registries remain a crucial tool in a short term 
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strategy aimed at the development of credit reporting, they are far from being adequate to satisfy the 
needs of a growing, demanding, modern credit industry.  International practice shows that PCRs 
remain a paramount instrument in banking supervision and can also play a preparatory role towards 
the establishment of a private credit reporting industry.  
 
Encouraging the development of private credit reporting systems should therefore become an 
important, shared objective for regulators and policy makers in the region.   
Regulators should come together to promote  the establishment of complete efficient and reliable 
information sharing system, enabling clear, predictable and proportionate legal framework, fostering 
awareness among lenders, enhancing the confidence of consumers, promoting innovation in 
financial services, and fostering financial education among borrowers.  
 
Supranational efforts, regional strategies, and coordination among the Arab countries, appear 
to be the shortest avenue towards the standardization of practices, and the adoption of 
harmonized legislation aiming at simplifying the exchange of information within national 
borders as well as cross- border. The forthcoming Credit Reporting Standards can constitute a 
great opportunity to promote regional harmonization, while allowing sufficient flexibility to enforce 
Laws and regulations that consider the individual nature and interests of each country. 
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Annex 1: Sample of Credit Report 1 (PCB) Experian Morocco 
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Annex 1: Sample of Credit Report 2 (PCR) - Palestine Monetary Authority 
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Annex 2: COUNTRY CASES  - Public Credit Registry and Private Credit Bureau 

CASE HISTORY 1 - PALESTINE 
 A First Class PCR with PCB Functionality 

 
The sharing and usage of positive and full credit information in Palestine is not a new concept.  The big 
merit for this goes to the Palestine Monetary Authority (PMA) that pioneered credit reporting in the 
country and educated lenders about the necessity and importance of sharing credit information.                      
The PMA established its first manual PCR (fax operated) in 2007. In 2008 the on-line credit reporting 
service was launched, and in 2009 the first microfinance institutions were connected.  The PMA’s 
fundamental goals were: i) collect information from the credit industry to support its oversight duties and 
ii) supply lenders with reliable and complete information for credit underwriting purposes.                   The 
system is quite advanced and undoubtedly one of the most effective PCRs in the region, particularly when 
considered that it was internally designed and developed. The year 2010 will see the debut of bureau 
score model. As of today, the PCR is the only operational source of information available to lenders, with 
web-based, on-line facility for inquiries and data sharing. Twenty-seven regulated entities (19 banks and 8 
MFIs) provide the PCR with all credit information on all borrowers. No threshold is applied, and even the 

smallest loan amounts must be reported 
(mandatory). Regulated entities are mandated to 
inquiry the PCR before lending. Information is 
stored at customer level and, as of March 2010 
the number of borrowers stored in the PCR was 
136,092 for at total of 207,248 credit lines 
(roughly 1.6 loans each), mostly contributed by 
banks (87% or 179,707 records) as indicated in 
Figure 22, while MFIs contribute the remaining 
13% (27,541 records).  
 

The PCR main features are: 
 
-The system is fully automated, web based, online. 
-The database contains positive and negative information. 
-Information is provided on both business firms and individual borrowers.  
-Logic checks on data quality / quantity, inquiries are automatically performed. 
-Data quality is good (percentage of rejected data is only 0.2%). 
-Data completeness is over 95% and improving. 
-Hit ratio 80% (as of March 2010).  
-Previous searches of information is provided (previous 24 months). 
-Data is kept for 3 years after the loan closure, write - offs for 5 years. 
-Consumer’s consent to share data is always requested by lenders (though limited to PMA). 
-Links between guarantors and applicants are shown in the credit report. 
 
Finally, an automated unpaid-checks file that must be consulted by the lenders before a new current 
account is open and the checkbook given, is integrated within the system. When a bounced check is 
registered on the history of a consumer, and a credit report is pulled from the PCR on the same name, a 
flag is shown on the credit report highlighting the problem to the users. The report visually identifies the 
seriousness of the situation through different colors (e.g. green indicates A category, the best, yellow the 
B category, a less performing one, etc.) allowing an immediate, quicker visual identification of the risk 
status. Interestingly, in line with its focus on innovation and community service the PMA has a project to 
provide consumers and the public in general, via the Internet, with the possibility to check if sufficient 
provision (funds) exists when a payment is made by check.  

87%

13%

Number of records contributed to the 
PCR   (by lending sector )

Banks files

MFIs files
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SE HISTORY 2 – 
CASE HISTORY 2 - MOROCCO 

Good Practice for Credit Reporting Systems: The Experience of the  
  Central Bank of Morocco 
Granting credit to potential bad payers is a serious error for financial institutions. Rejecting potential 
good customers is certainly worse. At the onset of 2005, that was the perfect portrait of the Moroccan 
lending industry’s practices. With some details: massive rejection rates, red tape culture for firms/VIP 
consumers, insufficient access to credit for the remaining vast segments of potential customers and, the 
omnipresent collateral requirements. Scarce, outdated, unreliable credit information would complete 
the scenario, making it impossible for lenders to grant credit in a broader, more responsible, and 
reliable manner even if inclined to do so. Banks’ lending strategies were proving highly unsuccessful 
and counterproductive. In spite of the stiff pre-selection of credit applicants, soaring NPLs started to 
haunt the credit community, leading to uneasiness of the Central Bank (BAM). As indicated in the 
figure below,, contrary to expectations, bank’s favorite customers (the wealthy, with the highest 
income >MAD 20,000 showed the highest NPL level (blue line) while the vast middle income 
customers risk (MAD 4,000 to MAD 9,000) were neglected by banks, though representing the best 
(lowest NPL level). It was a typical case of asymmetric information, generating “moral hazard” and 
“adverse selection”, evidently and widely present in the Moroccan consumer credit market. In 2006 

BAM took the decision to 
delegate the PCR information 
provisions services to a full, 
non-fragmented PCB. Banks, 
MFIs, NBFIs, were 
contemplating the creation of 
three separate informational 
databases, one for each sector. 
The obvious result, a 
fragmented, partial 
information credit reporting 
system, would never allow 

lenders to check the complete financial profile of credit applicants. BAM  decided to put a halt to 
the three separate projects, and led an alternative one adopting an innovative and effective information 
sharing scheme operated in Latin America (Ecuador, Bolivia, Peru), which not only consolidates the 
information of the three regulated lending sectors but also allows non-regulated entities to be part of 
the PCB in the future. The project which also resulted in the fine-tuning of the existing BAM’s PCR, 
proved extremely valuable in its operational simplicity. These are the main guidelines: 
 
- It is mandatory for all supervised entities (banks, MFIs, NBFIs) to provide BAM with all data on all 

loans on a monthly basis. 
- BAM’s PCR consolidates all this data and provides all licensed PCBs with the same, complete 

information base. 
- Non-supervised lenders can adhere, and share data directly with PCBs (borrower’s consent is 

required in this case). 
-  It is mandatory for lenders to inquire a PCB before granting credit. 
-  After the first PCB was rolled-out BAM’s PCR was closed to lender’s inquiries.14

-  BAM is the only supervising/licensing authority for PCBs. 
 

-  Regulatory amendments are introduced through simple BAM’s regulations. 
- BAM can access any PCBs database, at any moment for supervision/systemic risk prevention. 

                                                            
14 Experian, the first PCB in Morocco started operations in October 2009, after a test phase of roughly six months. 
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